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We study the analogues of the Brown–Halmos theorem for Toeplitz operators on
the Bergman space. We show that for f and g harmonic, TfTg=Th only in the
trivial case, provided that h is of class C2 with the invariant laplacian bounded.
Here the trivial cases are f¯ or g holomorphic. From this we conclude that the zero-
product problem for harmonic symbols has only the trivial solution. Finally, we
provide examples that show that the Brown–Halmos theorem fails for general
symbols, even for symbols continuous up to the boundary. © 2001 Elsevier Science
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper D will denote the open unit disc in the complex plane. By
L2 we mean the Lebesgue space with respect to the normalized Lebesgue
measure dA=1p dx dy on D. For f and g in L
2, Of, gP, will denote the
usual L2 inner product and ||f||2 will denote the norm in L2. By B2, the
Bergman space, we mean the subspace of L2 consisting of the holomorphic
functions on D. For a bounded function u on D we have the Toeplitz
operator Tu: B2Q B2 given by Tuf=P(uf) where P: L2Q B2 is the
orthogonal projection. The function u is called the symbol of Tu. An
operator that will arise in our study of Toeplitz operators is the Berezin
transform, defined for any integrable function f on D by the formula
Bf(z)=F
D
f 1 z−z
1− z¯z
2 dA(z).
If we make a change of variables we see that
Bf(z)=(1− |z|2)2 F
D
f(z)
|1−zz¯|4
dA(z).
It is well known that Bu=u for any harmonic function u. However, B is
not a projection onto the harmonic functions, that is, Bu is not always
harmonic. In fact, if v=Bu is harmonic then B(u−v)=0 since B reprodu-
ces harmonic functions. It is easily seen that the Berezin transform is injec-
tive and hence u=v. In other words Bu is harmonic if and only if u is
harmonic. We also have the kernel functions kw for each w ¥ D defined by
kw(z)=1/(1−zw¯)2. The relation of these kernel functions with the projec-
tion P is the following: if f ¥ L2 then (Pf)(z)=Of, kzP. In particular, if
f ¥ B2 then f(z)=Of, kzP. We shall denote the laplacian by D=“2/(“z “z¯)
and the invariant laplacian by D˜=(1−|z|2)2 D.
There is an extensive literature on Toeplitz operators on the Hardy space
H2. (See [2] for the definitions of the Hardy space and their Toeplitz
operators.) In the Hardy space (and in the Bergman space as well, see
property 2, below) it is routine that if u¯ or v is holomorphic then TuTv=Tuv.
In [2] it was shown by A. Brown and P. Halmos that, in the Hardy space
case, the converse is true. That is, if TuTv=Tw then one of the two symbols
u¯ or v must be holomorphic and in this case w=uv. From this they easily
deduce that if TuTv=0 then one of the symbols u or v must be identically
zero. There are many other interesting corollaries to their result.
Returning to the Bergman space case, it has been an open problem for
some time to determine if there is a theorem of Brown–Halmos type for
Toeplitz operators. We show in this paper that in general there is not. We
show that there are functions u, v and w which are continuous on the
closed unit disc with TuTv=Tw but neither u¯ nor v is holomorphic. This
example will be given in Some Examples.
We do have a theorem of Brown–Halmos type if we put some restric-
tions on the symbols. From our result we show, in Corollary 2, that if f
and g are bounded harmonic functions and TfTg=0 then one of the two
symbols f or g is identically zero. This has been an open problem for some
time. This ‘‘zero product’’ problem for arbitrary bounded symbols f and g
is still open.
Next we describe our results.
MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 1. Suppose f and g are bounded harmonic functions and that h
is a bounded C2 function with the property that D˜h is also bounded in D.
Assume that TfTg=Th, then one of the following holds:
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1. f is conjugate holomorphic
2. g is holomorphic
and in either case h=fg.
We will make two comments on Theorem 1. There is a general feeling
that if a theorem from the Hardy space theory of Toeplitz operators is not
true for all Bergman space Toeplitz operators then it should be true for
those operators whose symbols come from the algebra U. Here U is the
uniform closure of the algebra generated by the bounded harmonic func-
tions. This is not the case for Theorem 1 because in our counterexample,
alluded to above, the symbols are continuous on the closed disc and hence
belong to U. The other comment has to do with the fact that the function h
in Theorem 1 is required to satisfy a much weaker condition than is
required of f and g. This leads us to ask if Theorem 1 remains true if we
just require that the functions f, g and h all have their invariant laplacians
bounded in D. The answer is no. We will give an example of functions f, g
and h all of which are of class C2 up to the boundary of D and such that
TfTg=Th but neither f¯ nor g is holomorphic.
From Theorem 1 we get the following results on products of Toeplitz
operators, some of which are parallel to results in [2].
Corollary 1. If f, g and h are bounded harmonic functions and
TfTg=Th then one of the following holds:
1. f and g are holomorphic
2. f and g are conjugate holomorphic
3. f is constant
4. g is constant.
Corollary 2. If f and g are bounded harmonic functions and TfTg=0
then either f — 0 or g — 0.
The next rephrasing of Corollary 2 is a cancellation law for Toeplitz
operators.
Corollary 3. If f, g and h are bounded harmonic symbols such that
TfTg=TfTh and f is not identically 0 then g=h.
The next corollary says that if a Toeplitz operator with bounded
harmonic symbol has an inverse of the same type then this can only happen
in the most trivial way.
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Corollary 4. If f and g are bounded and harmonic and TfTg=I then
either f and g are both holomorphic or they are both conjugate holomorphic
and in either case f=1g .
The next corollary says there are no idempotent Toeplitz operators with
bounded harmonic symbol other than the obvious ones.
Corollary 5. If f is bounded and harmonic and T2f=Tf then f — 0 or
f — 1.
Our last corollary was proved by Zheng in [4] Theorem 5, by a different
method.
Corollary 6. If f and g are bounded harmonic symbols and TfTg=Tfg
then either g is holomorphic or f is conjugate holomorphic.
We would like to point out that our method, when applied to the Hardy
space case, gives a simple ‘‘function theoretic’’ proof of the Brown–Halmos
theorem. This proof will be given in the paragraph following the proof of
Proposition 1. This proof clarifies, for us, the differences between the
Hardy space and Bergman space cases.
The paper is organized as follows: in Proposition 1 we give a pair of
function theoretic identities involving f, g and h that are equivalent to
TfTg=Th, in the case that f and g are bounded harmonic functions and h
is only assumed to be nearly bounded in D (see below for the definition of
nearly bounded). The proof of Theorem 1 is based on an analysis of these
identities.
We list here some well known and easy properties of Toeplitz operators:
Properties.
1. If Tu=0 then u=0 almost everywhere.
2. If f is holomorphic then TuTf=Tuf, and Tf¯Tu=Tf¯u for any u.
3. Tgu=Tu¯.
4. If f is holomorphic and not identically zero then Tf is one to one.
5. If g ¥ B and w ¥ D then P(g¯kw)=g¯(w) kw.
A good reference for 2 through 5 above is Axler’s survey [1]. Property 1
does not seem to be stated specifically in the literature but it is very easy:
Tu=0 implies that u is orthogonal to all polynomials (in z and z¯) and hence
u=0 almost everywhere since such polynomials are dense in L2.
Before turning to the proofs of our results we need to say a few words
about Toeplitz operators with unbounded symbols. Even though we are
interested primarily in operators with bounded symbol, operators with
unbounded symbol arise naturally. In contrast to the Hardy space case,
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unbounded symbols can give rise to bounded operators on the Bergman
space. For example if F ¥ L1(D) and has compact support K in D then we
can define TFf(z)=>D (F(z) f(z)/(1− z¯z)2) dA(z). Then
|TFf(z)| [ C F
K
|F| dA(sup
K
|f|) [ C1 F
K
|F| dA ||f||2.
Here the last inequality follows from the fact that for f ¥ B2 the L2 norm
dominates the sup norm over any compact set. This says that the sup norm
of TFf is dominated by a constant times the L2 norm of f and hence
||TFf||2 [ C ||f||2 for some constant C. More generally, if F ¥ L1(D) and
there is an r < 1 such that F is bounded on {z: r < |z| < 1} then TF is
bounded on B2 because F can be written as an L1 function with compact
support plus a bounded function. Such a function will be called ‘‘nearly
bounded’’. A function of this kind will arise in the construction of our
counterexamples. The basic properties listed above for bounded symbols
continue to be true for nearly bounded symbols but the only one we will
use is the following: if u is nearly bounded and g is bounded and holo-
morphic then TuTg=Tug, but this is obvious.
Basic identity. In this section we prove the identities on which our other
results are based.
If f is a bounded complex valued harmonic function defined in D then
there are holomorphic functions f1 and f2 such that f=f1+f2. This
decomposition is unique if we require f2(0)=0. Of course, f1 and f2 are
not necessarily bounded but they are certainly Bloch functions.
Proposition 1. Suppose that f=f1+f2, g=g1+g2 are bounded
harmonic functions with fi, gi holomorphic and h is nearly bounded in D.
Then the following are equivalent.
(1) TfTg=Th.
(2) For all z ¥ D we have
f1(z) g1(z)+f¯2(z) g¯2(z)+f1(z) g¯2(z)=B(h−f¯2 g1)(z).
(3) For all (z, w) ¥ D×D we have
f1(z) g1(z)+f2(w¯) g2(w¯)+f1(z) g2(w¯)
=(1−zw)2 F
D
h(z)−f2(z) g1(z)
(1− z¯z)2 (1−zw)2
dA(z).
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Proof. Now TfTg=Th if and only if TfTgkw=Thkw for all w ¥ D. Using
Property 5 above we see that
Tgkw=P(g1kw+g¯2kw)=g1kw+g¯2(w) kw.
It now follows from another application of Property 5 that
TfTgkw=P((f1+f¯2)(g1kw+g¯2(w) kw))
=f1 g1kw+g¯2(w) f1kw+g¯2(w) f¯2(w) kw+P(f¯2 g1kw).
So we see that TfTg=Th is equivalent to
f1(z) g1(z)+f¯2(w) g¯2(w)+f1(z) g¯2(w)+
1
kw(z)
P(f¯2 g1kw)(z)
=
1
kw(z)
P(hkw)(z),
for all z, w in D. But this is just Eq. (3) with w replaced by w¯. This shows
that (1) and (3) are equivalent. If we let w=z¯ in (3) we get (2). It remains
to show that (2) implies (3). Both sides of Eq. (3) are holomorphic in (z, w)
in the bidisc D×D. Assuming (2) they are equal on {(z, w): w=z¯} and
hence they are equal on the bidisc. This finishes the proof of the proposi-
tion.
Before continuing with the proof of Theorem 1 we will discuss what
happens when we apply our method to the Hardy space case. If f, g and h
are L. functions on the circle, then we can write f=f1+f¯2 where f1
and f2 are in H2 5 BMO and similarly for g and h. If we let
Sz(e ih)=1/(1− z¯e ih) be the Szego kernel and PS the Szego projection of L2
onto H2 then application of the method of Proposition 1 leads to:
f1(z) g1(z)+f¯2(z) g¯2(z)+f1(z) g¯2(z)+
1
Sz(z)
PS(f¯2 g1Sz)(z)=h(z).
But now we see that (1/Sz(z)) PS(uSz)(z) is Poisson integral of u for any u
which is integrable on the circle. So we see that every term in the above
display with the exception of f1 g¯2 is obviously harmonic. It follows that
f1 g¯2 is harmonic from which it follows that f1 or g2 is constant. This is the
same as saying that f is conjugate holomorphic or that g is holomorphic.
In the Bergman space case the Berezin transform appears rather than the
Poisson integral and since the Berezin transform does not always yield
harmonic functions, we have some more work to do.
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Now assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. From Proposi-
tion 1(2) we know that
f1 g1+f¯2 g¯2+f1 g¯2=B(h−f¯2 g1).
Since B reproduces harmonic functions we see that
f1 g¯2=B(u),
where u=h−f¯2 g1−f1 g1−f¯2 g¯2. Notice that D˜u=D˜h− D˜f¯2 g1 is bounded.
This is so because D˜h is bounded by assumption and
D˜f¯2 g1(z)=(1− |z|2)2 f¯
−
2(z) g
−
1(z)
is bounded since f2 and g1 are Bloch functions. We want to conclude that
f1 or g2 is constant. This will follow from the following
Proposition 2. Suppose that f and g are holomorphic in D and fg¯=Bu
where u ¥ L1(D) 5 C2(D) and D˜u ¥ L.(D) then either f is constant or g is
constant.
In the proof of Proposition 2 we will want to use the fact that the
invariant laplacian commutes with the Berezin transform. This last fact has
been known for some time, (see the discussion in [3]); however, the proofs
we have been able to find are given only for functions of compact support
or are based on the fact that B is in some sense a function of D˜. Since
this fact is crucial to our argument we have decided, with no claim to
originality, to include a simple direct proof of what we need.
Lemma 1. Suppose that u is twice continuously differentiable in D and u
and D˜u are in L1(D) then D˜Bu=B(D˜u).
Proof. We fix 0 < r < 1 and z ¥ D and consider
F
Dr
(r2−|w|2)2 Du(w)
|1−w¯z|4
dA(w),
where Dr is the disc of radius r centered at the origin. By Green’s theorem
this is equal to
F
Dr
u(w) Dw
(r2−|w|2)
|1−w¯z|4
dA(w)
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(the boundary terms are 0 because (r2−|w|2)2 and its normal derivative
both vanish on the boundary). Now |(r2−|w|2)2 Du| [ |(1− |w|2)2 Du| in Dr
so we may take the limit as rQ 1 under the integral sign in the first
integral. Now for each fixed z ¥ D, Dw((r2−|w|2)2/|1−w¯z|4) converges
pointwise and boundedly to Dw((1− |w|2)2/|1−w¯z|4) as rQ 1. So we obtain
that
F
D
u(w) Dw
(1− |w|2)2
|1− w¯z|4
dA(w)=F
D
D˜u(w)
|1−w¯z|4
dA(w).
In the first integral we now use the remarkable but easily verified identity
Dw
(1− |w|2)2
|1− w¯z|4
=Dz
(1− |z|2)2
|1− w¯z|4
.
If we multiply the resulting equation by (1− |z|2)2 we see that the lemma is
proved.
Now we turn to the proof of Proposition 2. We are assuming that
fg¯=Bu. We take the invariant laplacian of both sides of this identity and
we arrive at (after dividing by (1− |z|2)2),
fŒ(z) g¯Œ(z)=F
D
D˜u(z)
|1− z¯z|4
dA(z).
Next we ‘‘complexify’’ this identity.
Lemma 2. For all z, w ¥ D we have
fŒ(z) g¯Œ(w¯)=F
D
D˜u(z)
(1− z¯z)2 (1−zw)2
dA(z).
Proof. The functions on either side of the displayed equation are
holomorphic in the bidisc {(z, w): |z| < 1, |w| < 1} and they are equal on the
subset {(z, z¯)} and hence are equal on the whole bidisc.
Proceeding with the proof of Proposition 2 we take the identity of the
Lemma 2 and we differentiate k times with respect to w and then let w=0.
We arrive at
F
D
zks(z)
(1− z¯z)2
dA(z)=CkfŒ(z),
for some constants Ck, k=1, 2, ..., where s(z)=D˜u(z).
Consider now the Toeplitz operator Ts with the possibly non-harmonic
bounded symbol s(z). The above display tells us that Ts(zk) is a multiple of
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fŒ for all non-negative integers k. There are two possibilities, Ts(zk)=0 for
all k, or not. If the first holds then Ts p=0 for all polynomials and hence
Ts=0 on the Bergman space and hence s=0. In the other case Ts(zk) ] 0
for some k. That is, some Ck ] 0. This means that fŒ ¥ B2 since it is a
multiple of Ts(zk) for some k. So if s were not zero then Ts would be a
rank one operator. So we need to know that there are no rank one Toeplitz
operators with bounded symbol.
Lemma 3. If s is a bounded (not necessarily harmonic) function in D and
dim TsB2 [ 1 then s — 0.
Proof. The proof depends on the following idea due to R. Rochberg
valid for any bounded function s : If w=u+iv and sˆ denotes the Fourier
transform of s then
sˆ(v, u)=F
D
e−w/2ew/2s dA=OTse−w/2, ew/2P,
where ew(z)=ewz. Now the hypothesis of this lemma implies that
Tsf=Of, fP F
for some f, F ¥ B so we see that
sˆ(v, u)=Oe−w/2, fPOF, ew/2P=G(w) H¯(w),
where G, H are entire functions. So we have |sˆ|=|GH¯|=|GH|. But sˆ is
continuous and goes to 0 at . and GH is entire. It follows that GH and
hence sˆ is identically 0 from which it follows that s — 0.
So we see that in any case s — 0. This means that Du — 0 and hence that
fŒg¯Œ — 0 which implies that f is constant or g is constant. This finishes the
proof of Proposition 2 and hence the proof of Theorem 1.
SOME EXAMPLES
It is natural to ask if the hypothesis on D˜u in Proposition 2 is necessary.
Pursuing this question will lead us to the examples mentioned in the intro-
duction. The simplest question one could ask is: does there exist a function
u ¥ L1(D) such that zz¯=Bu(z)? The answer is yes, with u(z)=
1− log 1/|z|2. To see this we need to show that if v(z)=log 1/|z|2 then
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Bv(z)=1−|z|2. If we use the second of the two formulas given for Bv in
the introduction we want to show that
(1− |z|2)2 F
D
log |z|2
|1− z¯z|4
dA(z)=|z|2−1.
Since |1− z¯z|−4=;n, k (n+1)(k+1)(z¯z)n (zz¯)k and since v is radial we see
that
F
D
log |z|2
|1− z¯z|4
dA(z)=C
n
(n+1)2 F
D
|z|2n log |z|2 dA(z) |z|2n.
Now the integral in the right hand side of the above expression is easily
calculated to be −1/(n+1)2. So the sum on the right hand side of the
above display is −1/1− |z|2. Multiplying by (1− |z|2)2 we see that
Bv(z)=1−|z|2, as claimed.
But now if we recall the equivalence of (1) and (2) of Proposition 1 we
see that we have
TzTz¯=Tu(z)
where u(z)=1− log 1/|z|2. Of course u is not bounded but it is nearly
bounded so Proposition 1 applies. Now if we compose both sides of the
above display on the right by Tz we get
TzT|z|2=Tzu(z).
This equation is of the form TfTg=Th where f, g and h are continuous on
the closed disc but neither f¯ nor g is holomorphic. If we compose on the
right again by Tz2 we get
TzTz¯z3=Tz3u(z).
In this equation of the form TfTg=Th, all three symbols have bounded
invariant laplacian since they are all of class C2 in the closed disc but
neither f¯ nor g is holomorphic.
Next we discuss the proofs of the corollaries.
Proof of Corollary 1. Theorem 1 tells us that f is conjugate holo-
morphic or g is holomorphic. Suppose g is holomorphic then fg=h. In
particular, fg is harmonic. Dfg=“f“z¯ gŒ. It follows that f is holomorphic as
well or that g is constant. If f is conjugate holomorphic the argument is
similar.
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Proof of Corollary 2. By Theorem 1 fg=0 in D and since f and g are
harmonic one of them is identically 0.
Corollary 3 follows from Corollary 2 since the hypothesis of Corollary 3
implies that TfTg−h=0. Corollary 4 follows by observing that I=Th where
h is the constant function 1 and then applying Corollary 2. The proof of
Corollary 5 is similar. To prove Corollary 6 we need only check that
D˜fg ¥ L. but this follows since f and g are bounded and harmonic.
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